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Summary: A search for 22 GHz water vapor emission in continuum H II regions

peaks, and in Type I OH sources has been conducted at the Itapetinga

Radio Observatory Sao Paulo, Brasil. 14 new sources displaying H„D

maser emission were found.
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I - Introduction

The 616-523 rotational transition of thB water vapor molecule

at 22.23508 GHz was searched.in regions situated from galactic longitude

240° to 290° and 334° to 350°, where at least weak continous emission at

2.7 GHz was measured» and in the direction of Type I OH sources. We present

hBre the results of this program and the spectra of 14 new water vapor

maser sources.

II - Equipment

Observations were carried out in two different periods: from April

1977 to March 1978 thereinafter refered to as Period I) and from April to

September 1978 [Period II), at the Itapetinga Radio Observatory, Atibaia. We

used the 13.7 m radome enclosed antenna which has a 4l5 of arc half-power

beamwidth at the K-band. The spectrum analyser consists of a 47 channel filter

bank, with 100 kHz bandwidth per channel.

Two different receivers were used during these observations. A

normal K-band mixer receiver with excess SSB noise of about 1400 K was used

during Period I. Individual observations of 30 minutes (24 minutes of actual

integration time) were made at each position using the on-on beamswitching

technique, resulting In a peak-to-peak corrected antenna temperature

fluctuation equivalent to 1.5 K. C53 Jy). A K-band rüby travelling wave maser

constructed at Haystack Observatory was used as a preamplifier during Period



II (Kaufmann et al. 1977]. With this configuration the apparent SSB system

temperature of the complete receiver ranged from 200 to 250 K. since the

maser gain was about 20 dB. Single observations were carried out during

30 minutes CO.4 K peak-ta-peak] at the velocity given in Table I followed

by another observation with the same duractian but shifted five channels

(6.75 km s ). During Period II three maser sessions were made: 27-29

April, 17-19 June and 19-21 September.

The weather conditions during the days of observation of the

two periods were very good and the optical depth T from sky emission

measurement ranged from .15 to .20, as determined by the tipping method

CFogarty. 1975).

Ill - SurvBy of H II Regions

A - 240° <Z< 290°

In this galactic longitude range WB havB two different features of

the Galaxy. One, the so called Vela-Puppis region, contains these two large

supernova remnants and the continuum i s dominated by RCW-38, the largest HII

complex of the region. Several small HII rsgions like RCW 16, 19, 34, 36, 40

and 42 l ie scattered near to the galactic plane. Previous search for maser



emission in this region was made by Kaufmann Bt al. (1977), when H-0 267.9-1.1

was discovered in the direction of the main continuum pBak of RCW-3B with no

corresponding OH emission C Caswell et al« 1977], The other feature is part

of the Carina arm which includes two largB HII complexes, the RCW 46, 4B, 49

and the Carina Nebula (see discussion in Section B). This region had four

known water masers: H_0 267.9-1.1 mentioned above; H„0 284.3-0.3 (Kaufmann et

al., 1977) coincident with the strong peak of RCW 49j H_0 284.3-0.2 (Scalise

and Schaal, 1977) situated close to the previous one, in a region where there

is the largest gradient in brightness temperature emission at 2.7 GHz (Goss

and Shaver, 1970), and H_0 285.3-0.1 situated in a bright spot near to the

Carina Nebula (Johnston et al., 1971), being this the only source in this

region with associated OH maser emission [Robinson et al., 1974).

Here we present the results of an extensive search where all discrete

positions given by Day et al.. (1972),in their low latitude galactic survey, were

observed. No observations were done in the direction of the two supernova

remnants Vela X and Puppis A or towards the HII complex RCW 48-49, previously

searched by Scalise and Schaal (1977). A total of 110 points were observed

during Period I being the spectra centered at 10 km s covering a velocity

range from -22 to +42 km s with respect to the Local Standard of Rest. Two

new masers were found:

H20 269.1-1.1 - associated with G269.1-1.1 (RCW 39) located 2' of arc south

of the position given by Day et al. (1972) as given in Table I. Its spectrum

as seen in Fig. 1, shows several sharp peaks, being the strongest of 2.8 K

at 4.6 km s . Weak 1665 MHz OH emission was detected in this direction

(Caswell, 1977).

ffgO 270.3 + 0.8 - the source was detected at the original position given by

Day et al. (1972) as G270.3 + 0.9 (RCW-41). Our HgO position was obtained by

grid observations with HPBW spacing between the grid points. ThB observations

showed that it should be locatsd 2* of arc to the east in right-ascBnsion

and with no offset in declination (see Table I). The spectrum of this source



was obtained during Period I and has a single feature of 25.4 K at 9.2 Km s .

Optically It looks like a blank field CSirsio. 1978) as seen in thB SAO chart.

Further work on OH. IR, Ho in this region will enable us to understand better

this strong maser region.

B - The Carina Nebula

This is probably one of the richest regions in the whole sky in

emission nebulae. The Carina Nebula itself, constituing a "Knot" in the spiral

arm is some 2° in diameter in which over a hundred early O-Type and Wolf-Rayet

stars are known to be embedded CWalborn. 1971, 1973). Radio continuum studies

of this nebula have been undertaken by several authors (Gardner and Morimoto,

1968; Scalise et al.. 1974; Huchtmeier and Day, 1975). Molecular work performed

by Gardner et ai. (1973) on H2CQ and Dickel and Wall (1974) on OH showed that

these molecules appear in absorption against the nebula.

The two strong continuum peaks Car I and II have been observed on

previous water vapor searches tJohnston et al., 1972¡ Kaufmann et al., 1977)

yielding negative results.

During Period I an extensive search for water vapor in the wholB

nebula was performed being observed all the discrete points separated by 4'

of arc from -59° to -60° in declination and 10h3aT5 to 10h46?5 in right

ascension (1950.0). The integration time for each point was of 10 minutes.giving

a peak-to-peak noise fluctuation of 2 K (70 Jy). All observations were

centered at -20 km s which corresponds to the peak of the H109o recombination

line (Gardner et al.» 1970). No source was detected (above 2 K). During Period

II the main continuum peaks of Carina were reobserved and ÈJ) 287.4 -0.6
ó

(Car I) was discovered. The spectrum was obtained after a single run and shows

a sharp peak of 1.1 K (38 Jy) above the continuum at -20 km s , and two other

broad features, relatively weak, at -33.5 and -45,6 km s .



This is the second water maser discovered in° this portion of the

Carina Arm, DBing the other G285.3-0.1 [Johnston et al., 1971),but the first

point in the direction of the nebula itself.

Carina I, one of thB most interesting regions of this complex, is

located on the edge of a very abrupt absorption lane in thB northwest

direction of the nebula [Gardner et al.. 1970). Also a bright rim and "elephant

trunks" appear to be associated with this strong radio peak.

The approaching velocity value obtained is coincident with the

radial velocities derived from observations of hydrogen recombination lines

109a and 90a (Huchtmeier and Day, 1975), Ha [Georgelin et al., 1970). and HI

(Goss et al., 1972) and close to the OH (Dickel and Wall, 1974) and H2CD

[Gardner et al., 1973) absorption peaks.

C - 334° <£< 350°

This zanB of longitude, correspondent to the Norma arm, has features

that can be located at distances from 4 to 12 kpc, and presents large

differential rotation that produces a large spread in the radial velocities.

In the present survey, performed during Period I, we observed B4

continuum peaks [49 from Thomas and Day, 1969; and 15 from Shaver and Goss,

1970) situated from 334° to 345° galactic longitude, being all the spectra

centered at -50 km s .No line above 0.5 K was found liying in the covered

range of velocities. From 344° to 350° galactic longitude we selected the first

30 positions given by Beard et al. (1969). Two indepedent sets of observations

were performed, onB centered at -30 kms and another at -60 kms covering

by this way all passible radial velocities of this region.

HgO 344.2-0.6 - was found associated with G344.2-0.6 coinciding with thB radio

posotion given by Beard et al. C19B9). Although it was discovered during



Period I, the spectrum of this sourcB was obtained during Period II. A ainglB

pBak of 2.0 K appears at -20.5 km s . The source that appears in continuum in

the direction of this maser is rather weak and diffuse at 2650 MHz (Beard Bt

al.» 1SB9J, but looks like a compact bright sourcB at 5 GHz (Hayne9 et al.,

197B).

IV - Survey of Type I OH sources

The first discoveries of water vapor sources in the southern

hemisphere (Johnston et al., 1971, 1972, Caswell et al., 1974) ware madB in

the direction of Type I OH sources -following the idea that H_0 emission is

associated with 1665 MHz OH emitters. Kaufmann et al. (1977) succeeded in

detecting a large numbBr of new H O maser sources some of them not associated

with Type I OH regions. It is well known that Type I OH sources tend to occur

close to young H II regions near to the centers of molecular clouds, during

some phase of the formation of massive stars. Nothing more can be said about

this association because those compact HII regions are optically invisible and

high resolution radio measurements and infrared data are almost inexistent

from Ä, 240° to 360°. The chemical réactions, that are supposed to occur, in

space,requests that both OH and H_0 have to be present in the same region.

Caswell et al. (1977) made some efforts to obtain a one-to-one association

between these two molecules.

Until April 1978 a total of 28 water masers were known in this

galactic longitude, 23 of which associated with Type I OH sources. There

remained 15 Type I OH masers where no water was discovered. Our objective

during Pariod II, was to reobserve these 15 OH sources at the positions found

by Robinson et al. (1974), Caswell and Robinson C1974), and Caswell and Haynes

(1975). Only five of these sources showed no emission above 0.1 K.

A - New H-0/0H sources



HJ) 301.0 + 1.1 - this source is associated with s weak and compact HII region

(RCW-65) which has high surface brightness and small angular size (Shaver and

G=cs, 1970). OH emission was discovered by Robinson Bt al. C1974) being the

maxn peak at 1BB5 MHz. right-handed polarized and situated at -40.0 km s

with respect to the Local Standard of Rest. The peak of the lBft handed

spectrum is at -3B km s" . The H_0 spectrum of this source is shown in Fig. 1.

The water emission is 8 km s wide and presents two features: one at -53.5 km

s"1 of 1.2 K and the other at -56.8 km s"1 of 1 K, differing by about 15 km s"1

from the velocity of the OH main peak.

EJ) 320.2-0.3 - found in the direction of OH 320.2-0.3 [Robinson et al, 1974],
ä

Comparing thB water spectrum shown in Fig. 1 with the 1665 MHz OH spectrum we

see that the main H O line at -50.5 km s of D.25 K has no correspondent

feature; the weak water line at -64.0 km s (0.15 K] corresponds to a weak

right handed polarized peak in OH. The main OH feature at -67.5 km s has no

equivalent emission in water. A thermal source, G 320.3-0.3, is located 2'of arc

from the OH position.

H20 324.2 + 0.1 - the main H20 feature at -93.5 km s"
1 of 0.20 K. falls right

in between the two main OH right handed polarized peaks (Robinson et al., 1974).

A weaker water line is present at -81.2 km s . The two broad high velocity

features seen in the spectrum are due to noise.

E20 328.2 - 0.5 - found in the direction of OH 328.2-0.5 (Robinson Bt al..

1974). The spectrum of this source shows two features •af 0.15 K, one at -45

km s and othBr at -24.8 km s~ .

H20 329.2-0.3 - associated with OH 329.2-0.3 discovered accidentally by Caswell

and Haynes (1975). No continuum peak was found towards this direction in

several galactic surveys. The water spectrum shows a 0.55 K main peak at -49 km

s and another weaker line at -54.5 km s .
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H JO 337.7 - 0.1 - the spectrum of this source exhibits a broad emission of

about 25 km s" being the main peak of 0.35 K at -47.0 km s . Several

features are possible to exist but are blended due to the width of our channels.

Broad emission is also found in DH at 1665 MHz but covers only 6 km s .

Robinson et al.(1974) found the DH source in a position equidistant from the

HII rBgion G 337.6-0.0 C81 arc] and the supernova remnant G 337.8-0.1 17' arc].

As they claim it is possible the existence of a compact HII region in this

direction since the 5 GHz contour map of Goss and Shaver [1970] shows that

G 337.B-0.0 is extended towards the GH position. Still we can not decide

weather this source is a condensation associated to thB HII region or to the

SNR, following the ideas of Herbst and Assousa (1977) that it is possible to

have star formating regions generated by the compression of the material due

to the shock front of the SNR.

H JO 339.6-0.1 - situated near to the compact radio source G 339.B-0.1 but

detected in the direction of OH 339.6-0.1 [Caswell and Haynes, 1975). The

spectrum shows a main feature at -36.7 km s of 0.45 K and a possible weak

feature at -47.5 km s .

H„0 340.1-0.2 - thB water peak at -55.3 km s"1 of 0.40 K lies close to one
ä

peak of OH emission (Robinson et al.1974). Secondary peaks are at velocities

not observed in OH.

H20 353.4-0.3 - this source is possibly a triplet with the main peak of 0.50 K.

found at -21.3 km s~ the same velocity of the right handed polarized OH pBak

(Caswell and Robinson, 19741. Two weak peaks lie at +_ 5 km s~ from the main

line.

OH 355.4 + 0.1 - the weakest source detected in the present survey shows two peaks

onB broad at 14.7 km s of 0.08 K that coincides with the right handed peak of

the OH emission (Caswell and Robinson 1974) and the other very sharp at 9.3 km

s"1 of 0.09 K.
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B - Non-detBotions

OH 208.9 + 0.1 - possible Bmission coinciding with the OH peak.

OH 329.0-0.2, OH 329.4-0. S3 OH 331.4-0.3 and OH 338.9-0.1 presented no line

above Q.I K.

V - Conclusions

The first part of the study of southern hemisphere galactic

continuum sources searching for new water masers has been completed. A total

of 140 positions were observed and four new sources were detected bringing

bhe total number of masering regions, in the two studied galactic longitudes,

to eight. It was found no correlation between the intensity of the brightness

temperature at 2.7 GHz of the 151 points observed, now including RCW 48-49

searched previously by Scalise and Schaal [1977], and the chance of detecting

a source. Four masers were found associated with the three strongest continuum

[jê=ks with T. > 50 K, out of the four peaks present in this region of the

galaxy. From the eighteen peaks with T. ranging from 10 to 50 K only one has

water emission associated. Seventy peaks were found to have T. from 1 to 10 K

and three masers showed up. No water vapor source was detected associated with

the tiffcy nine continuum peaks with T lower than 1 K. We see from these

results that except for Car II all the strongest 2.7 GHz peaks have water

masers associated. It is possible that with time, water emission may be detected

towards Car II if one assumes that there is a source there which emission is

not stranger than the continuum and may emerge due to temporal variability.

Very weak continuum peaks are large in number and have no maser source

associated. Most of them are weak humps superimposed to diffuse regions as seen

in the radio maps and do not correspond to largB concentrations of material.

The intermediate intensity sources which correspond to brightness temperatures

ranging from 10 tD 50 K have only onB maser out of IS sources and three out
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of 70 inthB 1 - 10 K range. This result is intriguing from the point of view

that one might think that the stronger the region, in its continuum emission,

the higher is the possibility of having associated water maser sources. Well

known maser sources are not specially associated with radio peaks but are

located-in compact-regions embedded in large HII regions or in isolated bright

spots. Compact sources in the region of the sky surveyed here are found to be

in the direction of radio sources regardless its strenght at 2.7 GHz. With

respect to the intensity of the watBr vapor line- the results are also very

interesting because the strongest source R.O 270.3 + 0.8 of 25.4 K was found
¿

to be in the direction of a weak source G270.3 + 0.8 of 2.4 K at 2.7 GHz.

Further efforts have to be done in order to obtain new optical and radio data

in- the direction of thesB intermediate intensity sources in order to draw a

better picture of the maser sources associated with HII regions.

With respect to the H_0 emission associated with Type I OH and

vice-versa, it is our opinion that the one-to-one association will be achieved

with time. Right now there are 34 H_0/Type I OH, 5 Type I OH, and 8 H-O

emitters from I 255° to 360°. Longer integrations and probable intrinsic

variability will show up these sources. /
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Table I

New H_0 maser sources

Source

H20 269.1-1.1

H20 2'/us3*«'.B

H20 287.1-Q.G

H20 320,2 0.3

H20 324.2+0.1

H 0 328.2-0.5

H20 329.2r0.3

H2Q 337.7-0.1

H20 33a.6-0.1

H.,0 340.1-0.2

H20 344.2-0.6

H20 353.4-0.3

H2a 355.4+0.1

Observed position
(2950.0)

R.A

09h01m45S

09 14 58

10 41 39

12 32 00

15 06 00.3

15 29 01,B

15 54 04.9

15 57 55.3

16 34 49.B

16 42 3D

16 44 39.0

17 00 38

17 26 53

17 30 12

DEC

-4B°14t00n

-47 44 DO

-59 19 00

-61 22 39

-58 13 35

-55 45 22

-53 5Q 09

-53 03 30

-46 54 4B

-45 31 22

-45 16 26

-42 16 00

-34 39 00

-32 45 42

VLSR

(km s"1)

4.6

9.2

-20.0

-53.5

-50.5

-93.5

-45.a,-24,B

-49.0

-47.0

-36.7

-55.3

-20.5

-21.3

14.7

Peak T.
A

CO

2.B

25.4

1.1

1.2

0.25

0.2Q

0.15

0.55

0.35

0.45

0.40

2.0

0.50

0.08

Remarks

(see text)

Type I OH

-

Carina I

Type I OH

Type I OH

Type I Dri

Type I OH

Type I OH

Type I OH

Type I OH

Type I OH

-

Type I OH

Type I OH



Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Spectra of the new HLO sources. Horizontal axis is velocity C km s )

relative to the LSR. Vertical axis is antenna temperature, in K. The

date [year, month, day] of observation is given next to the galactic

number source.
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